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Draw your cognitive map of a stroll in 
Rotterdam, Gdansk, Chur, Klagenfurt, 
Groningen, Coimbra, Zurich or  
Berne

the scores A = efficient
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What you have to do

1. Scan the QR-Code for your city. 

2. Follow the path that leads you along the stroll. 
Take your time to experience the city. 

3. At the end of the walk, sit down and draw your 
path from memory: a cognitive map. Draw just what 
sticks in your remembrance.
Leave the google map out of this task. Concentrate 
on what you remember from the walk. Draw as 
many details as possible on your individual map. 

The evaluation task:

Give each location on your map a score between 
green and red that you think could be rated. This 
could be a stand of trees that cools down a place, 
an open paving that lets rainwater drain off well ... 
For this, draw a coloured circle on the map, like the 
circles on the right from green to red.

Subjective review
In this first step, you set these scores for locations 
on your walk map where you remember that climate 
improvement interventions should take place.

Evaluate the effectiveness of these existing inter-
ventions. Judge how you feel about the effective-
ness of these interventions. Green indicates very 
efficient. Red indicates not efficient at all.

Street level interventions
In a second step, you set pink points where you 

could intervene as an individual. 
Write what you could do.

What is a cognitive map? 

A cognitive map derives from a walked way, a 
map that is drawn from your memory. It shows 
the subjective perception of the environment 
by the draughtsman.

The colours show the effectiveness of 
the interventions.

Pink marks suggestions for 
possible interventions found 
by you.
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your way throughout the city ...Scan one of these QR-Tags and start walking and watching. 
You can do it in real world or even on street view.

Then, draw your cognitive map and score the interventions in 
pink like described above.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=12S3QpzF9XPt0D2m8aqXEpOegVHDcTZTM&usp=sharing
https://goo.gl/maps/eRXixNitWHrWYzAU7
https://goo.gl/maps/R7NeSCq9ggU4PSFDA
https://goo.gl/maps/Sy1L7KVeJSenR9Pr6
https://goo.gl/maps/aMBmheRkrfkqTSWFA
https://goo.gl/maps/VytnqNsdiu8vpDu79
https://goo.gl/maps/HJAv3Kf1FSjM7vWRA
https://goo.gl/maps/JXa1mS4thdsTGPrP9


Your cognitive map? 



Cognitive map details and 
sketched interventions? 
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